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IN MAY the AWA National
Conference took place. One of
the most important debates was
around our experience of the
last six months in the fight
against the redundancies and
cuts in public spending that the
Social Contract has brought.

Time and again it was pointed
out that once working people
accepted any blame for the
present crisis of the private
profit system then their fight
against any particular cut in
jobs, housing, schools, hospitals
was hamstrung because they y
were led into an argument about»
what to cut. The experience of I
AWA members reaffirmed that
it was right to take the clear
stand that working people are
not responsible for the crisis and
that we are not going to pay for
it.

One of the key areas that we
felt it important to put a lot of
work into is the question of the
‘social wage’. That is all the
benefits paid for by our taxes
-—, from housing, to schools, to
hospitals etc. etc. In this area
the cuts are much more difficult
to fight —- than when they show
as redundancies and smaller
wage packets.

We think they are important
because they are about the
whole quality of life in a way
that goes beyond the necessary
fight for a decent wage. They
are about the rights that  
working people have fought for
together — decent housing,
education, health. It's more
difficult, to get a fight g0ing
against these social wage cuts
but it poses directly the
question of the sort of society
we want, who makes the
decisions about it, and how do-
we get it? A start has already
been made in some areas, we ll
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PUBLIC SERVICES in this
country—health, education,
social security—have been O
secured by working people
through many hard years of
struggle.

Now these services have
come under vicious and
widespread attack from the
employing class. The slump
forces them to exert pressure to
axe expenditure in the public
services.

What has to be realised, and _
realised by the majority of working
people in this country, is that any
attack on these services—the reduction
of personnel levels and closures of
schools, hospitals, out-patient clinics
etc.—is an attack on our pockets.
Working-class access to health,
education and to financial assistance
in times of unemployment and
hardship are part of a ‘social wage‘.

This ‘social wage’ is being taken
away at the same time as the ordinary
wage is being reduced through price
rises.

A realisation of the ‘social wage‘
must lead to increased opposition to
the cuts. This fight back involves the
creation of cuts committees and the
unity of public service workers and
all those who use these services.

ln the public sector itself, the
unity of those who work it must be
hammered out.

This involves a hard struggle
against sectional interests and
divisions in the workforce—between
junior doctors, nurses and hospital
ancillary workers, between teachers
and school ancillary staff, between
librarians and civil servants—in the
various government departments,
between members of NUPE, NA_LGO, A
CPSA, COHSE and other unions
which have members among public
service workers.

Such a public sector alliance is
necessary to destroy these sectional
divisions and because by. themselves
each group of public sector workers
has little industrial muscle and even
less militant experience (dustmen
being an obvious exception).

Unity of public sector workers
can present one face to the social
contract, to redundancies and
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80,000 people demonstrated against the cuts in public services in May. Now an alliance
must be built between public sector workers. Photo Andrew Wiard (Report)
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such things as cleaning and wage
delivery.
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inside leftwing organisations and
through the pages of the left press

A study of militancy in the S ,(Socialist Challenge, Socialist
National Union of Teachers, for
example, reveals that every
successfully fought wage struggle

Worker, Big Flame etc.).
The demand for a public sector

alliance can be an area where
took place in the shadow of strikes TE'\’0|Uti0"al'l95 and trade Ufli0fl
of other workers in the public sector lTIi|i’EElfi'I$. all W059 in the Public
and other industries. Teachers were SECYOT Wi||l"9 T0 fight Th6"¢U'E‘5 and
able to win a wage increase when the social contract, can get together.
other sections of workers were in the When 5'fl'il<E-'. 8C’£i0n C-0m8$ f0!’
field.

The battle to protect the social
wage and to fight cuts best can be
fought through a public sector
alliance, and this battle itself can
create a public sector alliance.

lt‘s up to revolutionaries in the
public sector to begin the work of
building iust such-a public sector,
by raising the-subject in their

closure and to outside contracts on wOr|< lace and |_miOn bramh and

better wages and conditions, and
againstthe destruction of the public
sector, it should be if possible a
united action of different sections.

Overtime bans, a sliding scale of
wages, a sliding scale of public
expenditure (to maintain wages and
services at their real money value)
are all demands that can build and
strengthen a public sector alliance

.1 -I

control over the publicsectorby‘
workers.

Opening the books of Area Health
Authorities, Local Education
Authorities to the inspection of
trade unionists, parent teacher
associations, cuts committees and so
forth is something the public sector
alliance can fight for, to determine
allocation of funds and to increase
the say and control of workers and
users of the public sector.

The building of the public sector
alliance will be a long and difficult
task, yet it will be a major weapon of
working people in saving services.*At
the same time it can create a "
movement towards a public service
under the control of the broad mass
of the peop|e—a workers‘ health
service, a workers‘ education system.

nd be "n a rocess of increasin _ ECTIVE

. . . AWA NATIONA CO g _
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for or anisin to o ose the The AWA Comm’? lee/T "P W°"'<'"9 *0’ 3 is To COMBAT UNEMPLOYMENT " A ORGAN‘ 6"“ FOR urwreo STRIKE ACTION, AND
Cutsr to reverse them! and to the programme we will fight for in NECESSARY INCREASED MANNING EXPENDITURE —.to maintain the level of AGAINST THE cu-rs _ we Wm expose
|E.'8d 3 fight TO IITIPFOVB Th9 establishing such an alliance will include:—- WI TH N0 I-055 OF OVER T/ME SBTVICBS at l'h8l!' real money value. the taken nature of the Jopposl-tie”! from
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THERE IS probably only one thing that can now save the
Government and ensure the acceptance of a third phase of wage
restraint — the Trade Union Bureaucracy. By this l don't just mean
the full time officials but also the many elected officials at local,
regional and national level.

In most unions constitutional machinery exists to consult the

Other unions will have to rely on
theintegrity of Branch officials. Many
of these, particularly in my own
union, are right-wing Labour, or
worse, and think that the members
are of the same persuasion (“After all,
they elected me to represent them.”)
and that there is no n.eed t'o consult
them.

On the other hand are the "left-
wing officials, often in the
Communist Party or the ‘Militant’ or
‘Tribune’ factions of the Labour 0'
Party. These people tend to have the
view, developed through years of
paranoia, that the members are
reactionary and it is safest not to ask
them in the first place (“After all,
they elected me to represent them“).

Theonly’ advice that I can offer
these beings is either to listen to what
their members are saying or to block
their ears to all sound, depending on
whether or not they want to suffer
a massive shock to their particular‘
view ofthe world. _

From my personal experience l -
can say that members in previously
non-militant and even conservative
areas are being most vociferous about
the damage done by the social
contract, which in their minds ‘means
wage restrainn Indeed it means this
to all of us because we've only ever
seen one side of the contract in i
operation. S

Whatever happened to the houses,

At the first 1977 AWA National Confer-
ence, two opposed groups continued to
pursue their different iroads, two roads
that did not, unfortunately, run parallel
but in totally opposite diiections.

Readers of Anarchist Worker may not
have detected this internal struggle, or,
even if they have done. so, will not have
been aware of the damage that was
being done to all comrades in the organi-
sation; ‘ T

One group conceded prior to the Con-
ference that, should their proposals and
policies be in the minority, they would
leave the AWA.

membership but this may be easily ignored by unwilling officials.
Only those unions with a clear rule or policy on consultation
are guaranteed a say although the full-timers can still hamper
fair consultation by allowing insufficient time or deliberately
choosing a badly worded proposal.

schools and hospitals that were going
to be built?

Whatever happened to the jobs
that would be created to reduce the
number of unemployed?

Whatever happenedto the
regeneration of British industry?
These could have been the sop that
would have maintained people's '
belief in the existing order of things.
A sop, of course, that neither social
democracy nor capitalism could
provide.

At present people are looking at
things from a personal, almost selfish
point of view. They want more
money and are therefore bound to
oppose any more wage restraint. But
they find themselves in opposition to
the cherished existing order and are
not sure which way to turn.

As an electorate people tend to
turn to “the other lot" but, on this
occasion, too many remember the
wage freeze of the Tories.

As class-conscious militants we
must argue the necessity for the
working class, for ourselves, to
organize. We must strive for a united
attack against wage restraint and an
end to all “social contracts”. Only by"
demonstrating rank and file solidarityl
in action can we hope to build an
opposition to both private and state
capitalism. Nothing else is acceptable
Jimmy Beaumont.

LIBERTARIAN COMMUNISM has not, as
yet, become a major influence inside the
working class and revolutionary -
movements. Yet at the same time, the
Anarchist Workers Association remains one
of the few organisations that is attempting
a radical reappraisal of Anarchism and
Marxism combined with distinctive
attitudes towards revolutionary
organisation, and applying these politics to
day-to-day struggle.

In our development over the last few
In the event they were the majority years, we have moved away from

group and therefore feltthat it was a ‘traditional’ anarchist concepts. We realised
point of principlefor the other group i that the result of some of these ideas in
10 Wif|'ldl'3W- Tl1i8 W35 C|BC|iI‘i9d- the past has been abstention from the class

Because of the strife that existed struggle.
within the organisation and because
the organisation could not proceed

We have overcome our fear of other
left groups and realised that it is possible

with‘ agreed policies while there was a to work with them in campaigns, provided
group committed to preventing this, a there is a clear’ minimum agreement among
motion was passed expelling this group. those participating.

The decision was not taken lightly
and many comades felt reluctant to organisation that such united front work is
take a decision that went against their vital given the smallness- of the revolutionary
long-held libertarian beliefs. Nevertheless,
such action was necessary to ensure the
continuation of a viable libertarian com-
munist presence within the labour move-
rrient. M - -

We extend out best wishes to our for-
mer comrades and wish them success in
such constructive work as they may be
undertaking.
The above was written by Arthur Adams

Indeed, we have aigued within the

left, and the need to fight the attacks on
the living standards of the working class.

' It is not surprising that the progressive
development of these attitudes should
result in a reaction from some members of
the organisation. They said that they had
become embarrassed selling Anarchist
Worker because “it contradicts Anarchist
principles with its Marxist fellow-traveller
content".

who took an independent position at Con- BY MPV 1977- the _5it"afi°" had _ . d . . k I I d b h k. I
fey-ence in re|at;on to the two groupings become impossible, with no real meeting increases, Ell‘! HBQOIIHTIOHS ta E D EICE strugg B W398 y I B V\lOl' lng C 355
but who felt, as a committed trade union 9F°l""d *0!’ the VIEW? 0* ihefwfl 5'dE‘5- A5 ii éfover the proportion that goes to as a whole, that determines the overall
activist that the organisational policies "’-Pu" °f the °"P“‘?'°"5 d"‘°'d°"‘ 9“ at that different groups of workers within amount of wages paid to the working

THE VI RTUALLY unanimous
rejection of any continued wage
controls at the Brighton confer-
ence of the 650,000 strong
National Union of Public
Employees is a clear pointer to
public sector workers’ feelings
on the Social Contract. I

They voted in a motion that
condemned pay restraint, demanded
a basic minimum of £50, a 35-hour
week, and a return to index-linked
threshold payments.

Anger was expressed by many
delegates over the dramatic fall in the
buying power of their wages since the-
Social Contract came into force.

Many sections of workers are
firmly opposing any extension of
the contract, denouncing it as a
massive fraud. .

Wage rises have been halted while
prices, supposed to have been
restrained, have leapt ahead and
expenditure on public services such
as education and health has been
slashed.

It is now staring working people
in the face that the Social Contract is
a big lie. Instead of spreading the
burden of the economic crisis onto
the shoulders of both bosses and
workers, as it was claimed it would
do by holding back prices as well as
wages, and maintaining the levels of
public services, the working class has
been forced to bear the full brunt of
the results of the crisis.

lt is clear that by the time
negotiations are under way to
replace Phase 2, due to end in
August, many major groups of
workers including the miners and
engineers as well as NUPE, will have
declared their opposition to it.

Whether the union leaders will
oppose it or not is another matter,
as Alan Fisher, NUPE General
Secretary, made clear at Brighton.

He said after the conference that
despite the clear vote against wage
controls he would continue to
negotiate with the government over
the terms of Phase 3.

I

There are many pitfalls ahead for
the working class on the wages front,
even if the Social Contract is
decisively rejected.

The major of these is the issue of
differentials. Some unions represent-
ing relatively better paid sections of
workers are opposing the Social
Contract on the grounds that it s
closes the gap between them and the
lower paid.

These divisive ideas can only
weaken the workers movement in its
fight for better wages. It is vital for
militants to fight for demands that
don't aim to improve the lot of one
worker at the expense of others, but
for those that can unite all sections
around demands that take the whole
movement forward.

All sections of workers need to
fight for wage rises, but not as
‘special cases’ or to ‘maintain their
positions in the wages league’.

KITTY
A slightly smaller pitfall is that of

‘kitty bargaining’.
The idea is that a fixed amount is

allotted to individual firms for wage
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Cuts meanthat this newly-completed extension to St JII'I'lfl'HOIPltl|, Portsmouth, will
never be used. Photo Andrew Wiard (Report)

One basic fact has made itself obvious to the leadership of the
Civil & Public Services Association (CPSA) — that opposition to
public expenditure cuts can only be successful if the rank and file
themselves take disciplined, co-ordinated action. A complete lack
of information, a series of disastrous regional meetings and finally
the withdrawal of industrial action in the face of management
threats left even the committed feeling dejected.

S Because of pressure from Branches the union has, however, been
moving towards joint action with other unions and tentative steps
are being made towards forming a Public Sector Alliance. But the
members of all public sector unions, including industrial unions I
with members in the public services, must ensure that such an
Alliance does not become a bureaucratic appendage of the union
hierarchy or the TUC.

We have too often experienced directives contrary to the interests of the
membership being accepted because they are "official". We must dedicate
ourselves to building a genuinely democratic Alliance which will have the trust
and respect of the members because they have set it up and elected delegates
over whom they have control.

AtCPSA Annual Conference 1977
the following motion from the South
West London Branch of DHSS was
overwhelmingly carried: “Conference
agrees that the only method of
successfully opposing the Public
Expenditure Cuts is by employing
wide-scale industrial action in the
Public Sector. Conference therefore
agrees to the following industrial
action campaign:
i) A complete ban on all overtime
that masks staffing deficiencies.
_iil A complete ban on any work-
"sharing that causes present job
vacancies not to be filled. .
iii) A series of selective and National
days of action inconjunction with

other Public Sector trade unions.”
This motion was composited with

fifteen other motions from nine
different government departments
including one, from the Department
of Employment — Manchester, which
called for "an alliance with
Committees of local public sector
union branches under the control of
elected ‘Grass roots’ members”. This
attitude must be extended through-
out the labour movement for the
presence of rank and file democrats
means that there is now a genuine
opportunity for the working class to
begin to control their own lives.
Arthur Adams. O

 

than fighting the boss over thesizeof
the increase itself.

If they succeeded in introducing
this system it would clearly damage
unity between different groups of
workers and generate intense
sectional

hours of the working day, this theory
said that profit was only made in the
last hour of the day, the previous 11
hours being spent covering capital
‘costs, wages, etc.) was exploded by
the actions of the working class.

SO CAN THE EXHUMED1977‘
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The idea of kitty-bargaining is

really the disinterment of an argument
used by the ruling class a hundred
years ago when trying to resist the
demands of a newly-formed ‘
proletariat. _

It was claimed that the economic
system contained a fixed component
for wages, a ‘pool’ that, could not be
made larger or smaller. Hence
granting a wage demand from one
section of the class automatically
meant cutting the wages of another
section.

In reality of course it is the balance
of class forces, and the level of

Conference, we think that both sides will . .advanced at Conference were correct at I the fH_m_ C|aSs_ g
this time of attack on the labour move- re- be freer to develop.
mam and the working class by the inter- -|-he ,b,,\',, ,,,,,',,,,,u,,., by two members of This would clearly suit the bosses _. The 19th century version of the

down to the ground, since it leaves kitty bargaining argument, togethernational capitalist conspiracy, bureauc- the editorial board of Anarchist Worker
retic trade union leadership and Careerist who supported the politics of the majority workers fighting among themselves with the last hour theory (used
l-APP“ P°"i'°'a"5- Within The 0r9flfli$i=1’Ii0fl- _ over how to divide the increase, rather -against demands for reducing the phm-O And,-aw Weed (papa,-tji
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Alan Fisher speaking at the May
demonstration against the cuts
organised by NUPE. ls he trying to
stop the cuts or halt the fight-back?
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Birmingham conference of the Socialist Students Alliance
. _ ~ ' Photo Stuart Paul (Socialist Studen t)"
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sweat and resources into united
fronts for increased efficiency. _ L

As well as discussions on women
and l-reland and various resolutions
presented to the conference the
following day was designed to allow
discussion on the SSA programme
and internalstructure. THE FOURTH conference of the

' Libertarian Students Network took
place on the weekend of March 18/19

e ..j§ Perhaps this was the weakest part at the North East London Polytechnic,
of the whole conference Since the at that time in occupation against the .
CiiSCLlSSlOl'l Ol'l bO'[l'l ti"lES6 vital iSSU6S .|_3bgu|' ggvgrnmenfg guts in edugaflqn

W35 teteilil inadequate beeetiee Qt education and the social services.
the eiippiihg ieek Oi time" ii Wee ' Scheduling the conference for this
ieihei hurriedly agreed that the weekend created a disruptive clash
national conference should elect with the Campaign Against the
annually a steering committee of six _ _ _[us the SSA members of NUS Criminal Trespass Law demonstration
Executive (of which there are at ieh the 5etiii'CieY- Meet people Went
present two — Lewis Davis and Colin On This. end The eeniefenee iinellV
Talbot). ln addition, a further ten got under way, with about forty
people should be elected who. people present, on Sunday 19.
together with the Steering Committee Conference commenced with 3 stormy
should form a National Committee: -discussion on what structure and aims and
The emphasis of the Steering tprinciples the L.S.N. should adopt —- an

- - iimportant question which had remained
Committee Should form a National unresolved despite the attempts of the
Chmh'iittee- The empheeis of the i ithree prior conferences to come to some
Steering Committee will be more agreement,
practical, dealing with the day to A Sat of Didpdeele Wrinah item a

lances -in the concepts and forms of
organisation of the feminists and the
traditional anarchist movement. Both
believe in small, informal, completely
autonomous groupings, involving them-
selves only in local issues.

With respect, we believe that the
similarities the feminist movement has
with traditional anarchism represent a
weakness and not a strength. Why try to
justify this low stage of organisational
development by decking it out in
ideological clothing? We hope that such a
stage is only a transitory one as the class,
at present divided and confused, comes to
recognise the need for organisation and
unity.

We hope that this unity will develop
around a common programme which will
aim at confrontation with capitalism, and
it's revolutionary overthrow, and the
establishment of a libertarian communist
society.

Perhaps the most optimistic and

APPROXIMATE LY13O student militants from allover the

day working of the SSA and the
production of the paper ‘Socialist
Student’.

The National Conference will

firmly libertarian communist viewpoint
was advanced in relation to this issue. The
proposals described the libertarian
movement in this country as existing in
“a state of chronic stagnation” largely due

promising development from the
conference was the formation of a group
of militant libertarians who are in favour
of organising and working as a libertarian
current within the newly formed Socialist

country gathered in Birmingham Polytechnic on the weekend of
April 30th for the first national and founding conference of the
Socialist Students Alliance. This alliance is based round the
following objectives:
1. To fight for unity in the NUS of those forces on the left who want

to win the mass of students to an alternative socialist perspective to _
that of the present Broad Left leaders and combat the growth of
right-wing influences amongst students.

2i. To build a mass united NUS linked in action to the mass organ-
isations of the working class and other oppressed people in society.

3. To base left unity on joint initiatives, in the campaigns around the
key issues facing students, in the union's national structures and
conferences and in the electoral field at all levels.

Again this term the NUS Broad
Left executive refused to mount
national action against the proposed
fee increases opting instead for a
‘progressive alliance‘ with the college
authorities to pressurise the
government.

After a delay due to late arrival of a
participants the conference
commenced on the Saturday at
2.00pm with an openingspeech from
Tariq Ali on racism and fascism. He
pointed to the threat from fascist
parties such as the National Front and _
the National Party — a threat which _
will continue to grow as the
capitalists‘ economic crisis worsens.

The way forward in this crucial k
fight was through a united front of
all forces on the left involved in anti- '
fascist work and not by sectarian
attitudes and initiatives.

On the following day this feeling
was formulated in a successful motion
to conference (by comrades in the
libertarian current) which urged all
SSA students to work within united
front anti-fascist committees and to
take an initiative in their formation
where no such body exists.

road Left
Later on Saturday afternoon

Charles Clarke, this year's outgoing
National_Union of Students President
gave a short speech on the Broad
Left‘s perspective and suggested that
the SSA should cooperate with this
grouping of which Clarke is a Te‘-' Utlenet lett -
member. For eight years now the i n
Broad Left (an alliance between to
the Labourites and Communists in All the speakers noted that move-
the student movement) have ments were at last taking place within
dominated NUS and the mass of the body of the working class after
individual Student Unions. years of apathetic slumber caused by

Because of their reformist policies the drug of social democracy,
tneY he‘/e wtallv ieiled T0 Inddni Capitalism is failing to deliver the
affective daiahsiva campaigns against goods either in providing a sufficient
the Qdvefnmentie Vieiede attacks On and secure mateiial standard of life
the living etendeide Oi Stddenie end or in creating the conditions necessary
the Wdi’l<in9 Cleee 35 e Whole to allow the emotional fulfillment

indeed they nave Often eeted in e and happiness of the mass of people.
counter-productive fashion in order The break with 50Cie| democracy! the
ta kaac a face of ‘rasr>a<=iabilitv'- For Labour Party and indeed the trade
example in last summer's enthusiastic union bureaucracy is dgve|Qpjhg_ e
lJl?J5UT9e Oi Oeel-Ipetidne egeinet For example thousands of ..
teeenel‘ Unel'nl3idVn'ient tneV tailed in workers recently shouted down Jack
their function of coordination by not Jones with chemo of ‘Jack the Ref
building links with militant teachers and ‘go home you bum!‘ for his
tn demand that the NUT ilnlllement involvement in the Social Contrick.
its own policy of limiting class sizes It is at this-critical point that
to 30. revolutionary left organisations must

This measure would have created urge their militants to redouble their
thousands of jobs for unemployed efforts in carrying revolutionary
teachers. But the Broad Left are perspectives into the class. But the
incapable of taking any action that revolutionary left is weak and it is in
will alienate it from the trade union such circumstances that there is a
bureaucracy. compelling necessity to combine

These failures have disillusioned
and isolated thousands of student
activists who have been working
within their own student unions for
more militant forms of protest. The

t wider lessons to be learned here are
that the perspectives of the Labour
and Communist Parties offer no
prospect of advance for students or
the whole working class.

Clarke's speech to conference was
cynically received because of its
revolutionary decorations which do

contributions on the subject of
working class strategy by shopfloor
stewards. Again the theme was the
necessity for unity among the

ol ' i y .

meet between conferences to oversee lite He leek ei eeiitiieeieiiee eeei Porganisation.“ Emphasised was the need to
the Work Oi the Steering Committee ibuild an organised libertarian communist
and When ne'3e55i5il'V take interim fcurrent within the student movement and
measures on behalf of the SSA (e.g. -‘the class as a whole.
Campaigns) atthough of course Such _; To achieve this, discussion _would_need

to take place among militant libertarians
measures would have to be ratified at ‘With the view of Working towards 3
the l'leX'E n8'Ei0n3i C0ntel'enCe- common theoretical base, and the forging

Elections then took place in which of a common tactical line which would
two members of the hbertartan - give the movement a strong and unified

. direction. Practical measures designed to
eiiiiehi were pieced eh the Neiiiohei ‘achieve these objectives were outlined in
Committee. One of them saw their the proposals. '
major tasks as “ensuring that power
and right of initiative remained firmly g
in the base of the SSA and did not 1 g
drift into the |\|at[0ha| Cgmmittgg and Traditional anarchists attacked these

- - ~ proposals as a betrayal of anarchist
than the Steering Cemmittee ' principles and claimed that small, local,

autonomous groups should be doing what
-they felt to be important in their own

- - * areas, and only use the L.S.N. to exchange
Discussion on the SSA programme ideas and information, and where possible

did not take place at all due to lack of cO_Ope,.ate with each ethe,-_
time. Many comrades expressed dis- Neil Cailmichael, author of the
satisfaction over this and most others Proposals. and an active member Oi the

- - A.W.A. student commission, had this to
eeieee ihei this hee heeh ihe iheiei say: “lf the views of the traditional
flew iii the Cohteiehhe which would anarchists prevail then the L.S.N. will be
have to be rectified in the next doomed to follow otheranarchist
national conference in October. In ‘organisations’ such as the Anarchist

- - - -t Federation of Britain and the Confeder-
eeeeieehee with this hhoh V was ation of British Anarchists into the cul-de-
Qiiiieh to e thorough discussion hi sac of political impotence, decay and
internal structure and the SSA E-Xtil"|Cti0P|. As libertarians we must learn
prggfamme at this next (;Qnference_ fromthe errors of our movement in the

Des he its Shortcomings this past, which ate responsible for out present
D . state of disorientation and confusion.

conference represented a step in the A Consensus of Opinmn was taken on
right direction — towards united front the proposals, and although many seemed
Wm-|< in the ]"ev0|utiOna|"yi |eft_ undecided it was deemed that the

H ever it is not at Conferences proposals should be scrapped. The L.S.N.

that hie SSA will prove itself capable found itself beck at Square one
of fighting capitalist attacks and
bringing the student body to a revo-

paper was given by a member of North

ii I

Students occupy Middlesex Polytechnic in April. Photo Andrew Wiard (Report)

Students Alliance (S.S.A.).
Although an l.M.G. initiative, this

alliance offers all revolutionaries a chance
to form a united front. A united front
against the Broad Left (an alliance of
Labourites and Communists) which has
dominated the N.U.S. for the last eight
years, and so often betrayed student
militancy.

A united front against the bourgeois
educational system with its inherent class
bias, sexism and racism, and when linked
with other militant sections of the class,
a united front against the whole capitalist
horror show. .

It was agreed that this move to work
within the S.S.A. would bring libertarianism
out of the “twilight zone“ and into the
real world of political struggle.

It offers a chance to create a sound
libertarian communist current within the
student movement by example and
discussion, while fighting alongside other
revolutionary comrades for common
objectives.

This libertarian current is now working
at creating a “platform” to use as a '~.

developing theoretical base and as a source
of correct practice.

The A.W.A. urges all its student
members, contacts and sympathisers to
work within the S.S.A. for a united
revolutionary front and the creation of a
libertarian communist current.

Dave Higgins
For information on the S.S.A. contact:

Andy Housley
9 Westbourne Rd.
Edgbaston
Birmingham 15
Tel O21 454 2000

_ I _ i _ t Latefifie Conference an interesting For information on the libertarian current
not lneien UP Wlin The l'ei0FFnl$’£ lutionary perspective, but through . contact the secretary:
Peiities the Bieee i-eii have in the W0"i< Oi its active militants in The East London Polytechnic Libertarians, who Al Micklethvvaite
l3l'di3tiCe- _ L months and years ahead. advanced a new concept of “anarcho- 21 Holmfirth

ln the Saturday evening session feminism" Manchester 13
interesting discussions arose from N'K'h' The leaner hdiad the Striking I'a5amh- Tet: 061 224 3023_
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The world anarchist press and some
of the ‘classy’ bosses papers have _
been heralding the news that in Spain,
after 40 years of fascism, the anarchist swig,
trade union the National Labour qfi
Confederation (CNT) is rising like a
ITIBTBDI.

On Sunday March 27 there were two
-rallies in Madrid. One was the legal meeting
of the Socialist Party (Labourites that is).
This meeting was supported by all the
Parties of the left—maoists, trotskyists,
communists etc. The other was organised
by the CNT and was illegal. According to
reports they both attracted something like rims.
numbers, 25-30,000 people.

This is significant because Madrid itself
was never a very strong area for the CNT.
, Accompanying this news are all sorts of
uncritical comments--as if the rise of the CNT

'I-i

rest of the world anarchist movement. - -
Because the CNT is used as a mystical t
justification for their own existence A
anarchists are usually careful not to
criticise the CNT (see reports in Freedom).

The worst response is a deliberate
distortion of history to make the CNT
look even better—the most recent Black
Flag has an article which asks ‘how few
know that the Francoists were initially

-beaten in Spain by the workers of the -
CNT union, who went on to put a workers
militia on the front while collectivising
into anarcho-syndicalist locals the -
industry and agriculture of Catalonia and
Aragon, only to be stabbed in the back by
Liberal-Communist republican regime in
Madrid?’.

The answer to this long rhetorical
question is that damned few know this "
because it's only half true. The failure of
the Spanish Revolution in 1936-7 is due .
as much to the weaknesses of the CNT as
 

The Spanish CNT is an illegal
organisation, banned since General
Franco seized power. Even so, it has
20,000 paid up members, according
to sources inside Spain, and figures
published in Front Libertaire.

Having successfully participated
in strikes at Roca (see last AW). ,
Fords, in the construction industry
and having made limited progress in ‘
organising probationary teachers in -
their probationary years, it has now
decided to become more public. This
is in the face of likely arrests and
violence from the far Right. -

Their paper is now printed in
Spain — it used to be printed in
France and taken across the border
back into Spain -- and sells 40,000
copies per month. A publishing house ‘
has been started called ’Campo
Abiento' or ‘Open Pastures’. It is
bringing out a series of pamphlets

Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia and France. ’EBS'[Ell3llSl‘l the power of Capital
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Piotr Arshinov

Mei PLATFORM or THE
v“‘”""""‘ LlBERTARIAN COMMUNISTS

Linsky- i
an .\Il3l‘(‘hl§l Workers Association publication

The Organisational Platform of the Libertarian Communists was written by a
groiiip of anarchists who had participated in the Russian revolution and the ensuing
civi war.

They attempted to communicate their experiences and what they had learnt
to the international anarchist movement, stressing the need for disciplined anarchist
organisation, built on and relating to the working class.

The Platform was severely attacked by the anarchist ‘celebrities’ almost
without exception, who saw the formation of a structured anarchist organisation as
threat to the inalienable rights of the individual. _

This historical document has been rediscovered, and has been instrumental in
the development of organised class anarchism in the 19705. '

To obtain a copy, sent a cheque/PO for 20p + 7p pgip made out to IAWA
General Fund‘ to: AWA, 13 Coltman Street, Hull, Humberside.
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the dangers of the state capitalist parties ‘revolutionary’ groups spent more time argument and discussion, the working
- is - destroying the revolution from within--are backing the Socialist Party or the class created a self-managed socialist

The higtgry Qf Spain's working class all the same. This has been proved by the Communist Party manoeuvres, the working society in vast country areas and large
isn't of interest only to anarchists and the events of the last two years in Portugal. class itself made giant steps towards a modern cities. The CNT leadership played
libertarian communist currents leaving the The collapse of fascism unleashed a tide of self-managed socialist society and is still no direct role in this—it all came from the
anarchist movement behind. working-class initiative, factories, farms, fighting a tenacious rearguard action to base.

Spain is today the weak link in housing, transport—in every field -the hold onto the collectivised lands, the 2. The CNT itself played a key role in
European capitalism. The fight for workers working class began to create a society of empty properties seized for slum families institutionalising and derailing this
power in Spain opens up the prospect of a producers, of equals. Around all this the Hufrs --- --,
resurgence in Portugal enormous stresses in various forces of ‘order’ strove to ’ PAJAR‘TA'. . . UNA
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international relations worker Jose E.) Student militant and CNT member Steel Union National Committee member
CNT °"°“5°‘ the "“°'°"a"°e °‘ '“°$‘ °‘»i"° Ci i ‘ 0 " Angeles R —CNT militant since 1934-Pedro B

and the factories seized and reorganised by
I the workers. (See the new book Portugal:

The Impossible Revolution by Phil Mailer,
T £2.25 from Solidarity, 123 Lathom Road,

London E6.)
For this reason we look at this history

of previous fights to judge the problems of
coming battles. Our criticisms of the CNT

I of forty years ago are made to strengthen
the CNT of today, to educate the
international libertarian communist
movement for its future victories.

evol
1. The military rising of July 1936

against the left-liberal Spanish Republic
was defeated by the action of the working
class in large areas of Spain. Unarmed or
poorly armed the workers of the CNT and

r ‘ I

.0. Isn't it possible that the anarchist
movement may be reborn?
A. No, it is finished, as is the case
everywhere; that is an irreversible
fact. Small groups may continue to
exist, like those in Barcelona . . .
From ‘Dialogue on Spain ’, interviews I
with Santiago Carrillo, leader of the
Spanish Communist Party. Published
by Lawrence and Wishart: paperback
£2 "

Carrillo deliberately distorts
history and present events in this
book. Unfortunately for this
unscrupulous hack, who is now
.snuggling up to the government, and
-whose party contributed greatly
towards the defeat and massacre of
the working class in the Civil War,
events have proved him wrong.
Events too, it is hoped, will sweep
the Spanish Communists Party off the
field of struggle between the bosses

and books. __ s _ _ ks»? - »

to the machinations of the liberals and _ re9'me5 '" R‘-‘S93 and Eaggm E}_‘|“°pe'h‘t money fought to rebuild liberal  __ _ __ _
stalinists. If a boxer said taht he d lost ""“°“‘d ‘gave .‘he Western 5'."“‘ E‘ at t E democratic capitalism. The UGT (80¢IBll$'I Trade U010") stormed
because the man that he knew was his moment °5°"‘at? betweei“ bemg the The Communist Party under Cunhal barracks, police stations, and other centres
Opllonent ahd hit him this wouldn't tell lieagues O.‘ Russdan Empwi‘ "‘°y.a“st5 and fought to build a state capitalist regime. of the conspiracy whilst the government
us much about the fight, and it would n’t 9'_'“"“9 the" Sewlces to the“ nat')‘e ‘“‘er5I Both attacked workers initiatives when attempted to negotiate an ‘honourable
be much guidance to those of us having to h“-3h and d"‘_/'_ , ___ they felt strong enough, infiltrated and settlement’ with the rebel generals.
fight the same em-=,my_ Spain is once again the key as it was forty eehfnsed it at other points. In Portugal This left the working class itself as th_e

t years ago. The problems in Spain—how to today the gjtuatjgn is $'[j|| undecided. main force in the North and East of Spain.
i make the revolution, how to safeguard it Despite the fact that most of the Prepared by the years of struggle,

5%ivcin,
A genuine workers power would strip _The socialists under Soares with the OS I 5 , c, - -» “'-‘ sm_ fl__ FHSOTR S _ _w_j,__m,_,__.__.y, "L’l - 1A 1 I H _I.T_._i_:_ __T_P;..T.I ";.__-1;.‘_;:_P TiL:'i._H___.,
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movement. It agreed to set up ‘revolutionary
committees’ which were made up of
representatives of the parties and the
union hierarchies. These were not
democratic organs of workers power-
which are always based on the factories
and streets that the working class lives in,
electing delegates and mandating them.

__ These committees were ; '
mini-parliaments. ln one area wnere the
CP represented nothing at all, the CNT
would give them some seats in the hope
that in another area the CP would return
the favour.

3. The CNT accepted the CP abd Liberal
left arguments that ‘first we defeat the t
revolt then we can create a better society’.
This led to the republican capitalist parties
taking part in the committees. It led to the
dismantling of those areas of socialism that
had been created. Usually the CP played '
hatchet man, the CNT kept quiet and
counselled ‘moderation’-—all this to please
their liberal allies in the Republic and so as
not to ‘shock’ foreign governments.

4. This cooperation in miniparliaments
led quite naturally to the participation of
the CNT leadership in the reconstituted
government of the Republic (there were
anarchist ministers of Prisons, Health, and
Commerce). They were really just hostages
by this time but they did provide a ‘left’
cover to the dismantling of the gains made
by the working class in Aragon and
Catalonia.

Millions of words have been written on
this tragic collapse of the CNT. The best
books are The Revolution and Civil War in
Spain by Boue and Temime; American
Power and the New Mandarins by Noam
Chomsky pp 66-129; Grand Camouflage by
Burnett Bolloten.

Some particular points that are worth
studying for working-class militants are
given in Chomsky’s boo k. He shows that
the alliance with the liberals not only had
a disastrous effect on the revolution, it also
damaged the efforts against the fascists.

Franco was using a large number of
troops from Spain's Morrocan colony. The
libertarian communists of the Friends of
Durrutti (the ‘left opposition’ in the CNT)
the FIJL (Libertarian Youth) and the paper
Class War edited by veteran libertarian
communist Camillo Berneri were all arguing
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 murder gangs kmed Bey-Her; and the other The CNT rally a few months ago shows 1 r
t h CNT . . b - - editors of Class War, half the F IJL regional that their wishes are already doomed. The 5’

'0’ to t B I m ‘ts pu hcatlonsr committee and many other libertarian Spanish working class is coming back onto
ipect of its politics or structure. communist militants from the Friends of the scene. If it is to win out over so many

 collectives, broke LID the last centres 01° the manage its own struggles, democracy in the §
libertarian communists and then the class is the key to organising to win and to ‘
various trotskyist groups who had hold onto gains. No pacts with ‘progressive 5
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that a revolutionary policy of immediately
granting freedom to these colonies would
damage the fascist forces and create the
conditions for a war in their rear. This was
seen as another thing that ‘liberal’ opinion
in Spain and the western ‘democratic’
governments would not tolerate and so it
couldn't be done!

Next, the CNT went along with the
creation of a ‘traditional’ army. Officers,
saluting etc were all reestablished in the
interests of ‘discipline’! Small wonder, then,

___The ‘mopping up’ that followed in the
next few months destroyed the last

oscillated between ‘influencing the CNT’
b ‘critical support for its leadership’ andV - "
supporting the libertarian communists. The role of revolutionaries is to prepare ‘

It took two years for Franco to occupy the class to take power, not in any way to

iaatim-is to a critica|.debate on Durrutti. enemies and false friends then the lessons ' ' 9“‘e
-itof Spain 36/7 and Portugal 74/5 have to

be learned well. The working class must

capitalists’, ‘democratic monarchs’ and
liberal priests

the whole of Spain but his victory was not substitute itself for the initiative and
over the Spanish working class—that had democratic self-manage-‘meat Oi the Working
already been defeated, - people—either In the disguise of a ‘workers ,

t government’ or in a so-called revolutionary
trade union. '

The revolutionary organisation is a
separate body of militants active in all the

thatdW’t’:j’és gahinscta ken attavé ’ts m’|’:,’tfi’.nts And today?) The CP announces that it's struggles of the working class, bringing
!““" 9'9 . Y " .9 °.'“""“"'9‘ 9°'9t 9 '99-' totally in favour of ‘democracy’; that it teaether this experience Within theits front line units disbanded or refused will serve Francds hier__Juan Gangs; that Organisation -and taking the mssons out
8:12: :qnOC,’v5:1pF:;e$JaEh; ’];e?t”Lét;]?1’gla,:K Workmg it's not for class war but for ‘normalisation’; - E935" 11° BVBFY SBDBFBTB iaC't0rV and
9 9 9 .9 . 9 9 9 9 that it will, ver reasonabl , ive U the district-it is e hiahlv organised. hiahlv”'"“fl9'9 §9a'"9‘ “a“°""'"‘ ""'9"“*"‘="""'9 clench tat salui:/e-—symbol Yiiiaatitiita class trained and self-disciplined body. but it is
Weaafgfie and Temime and Bellman are power and the final gegture of many a riot thre ‘general staff’ to the workers‘ programme and demands, for the lessons emancipation of the working class is the
quite Clear on the Way that the ‘CNT militant before a fascist (or staljnigtj firing army ready ‘I10 become the new of history and experience to be properly ' task of the working class itself. We sum

. . . 5qua¢~,I__and perhaps the fascists win = government at the right time. learned, against the machinations of this up in a briefer slogan taken up from
reciprocate by giving up their raised arm It is both general staff and shock troops self-appointed leaders and for the the comrades who fell in Barcelona forty
All these problems can be worked out by and its task is to fight for the creation of maximum unity around revolutionary years ago. We offer this slogan to the
reasonable men, Andas long as they can genuine democratic working-class bodies positions. comrades of the CNT today:
exclude the working clagg then they can based on work and home areas. Within The basic tenet O1’ libertarian WORKERS POWER—N0 SUBSTITUTE.
come to mutually acceptable solutions, these it fights for the most advanced communism is the saying of Marx ‘the _ y KN

ministers and the other leaders dealt with
the libertarian communist opposition to
their treachery. The libertarian communist
opposition to the counter-revolution was
making headway in breaking the CP and
SP youth and sections of the UGT from
their Stalinist and reformist leaders. In the
spring of 1937, pacts on revolutionary
unity around a programme for workers
power were agreed in Catalonia, the
Asturias and Levante. The revolutionary
politics of the libertarian communists were
making inroads in key areas.

The CNT itself began the counter
offensive. Those papers and journals which
supported the libertarian communists were
sabotaged by withdrawal of subsidies,
production of ‘loyal’ alternatives,
statements from the CNT leaders attacking
them and so on. In early summer 1937, the
Spanish Revolution was delayed for 40
years. In May the CP brought in its elite
units (naturally they were better armed
and aquippedthan the revolutionaries
who fought at the front against the fascists)
to seize the key points of Spain's second
city-Barcelona. The city was the centre of
the CNT and because of this history was
the bastion of the revolutionary libertarian
communists. _

The CNT workers rallied to the call to
the streets. Barricades were set up.
Communist and bourgeois parties declared
dissolved. The fighting was bitter bu.t once
again the CNT played a key role. It told
the workers to go home. To avoid
‘provocations’. Whilst the CNT leaders
strove to disarm the workers, the yC_P, __
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Berufsverbot is the name given in Germany to the series of administative
measures designed to keep people out of jobs -- chiefly in the public
service - because of their political views.

Originally it applied only to the public service, which in Germany
includes not only civilservice-type admiinistators, but also social workers,
teachers and manual and non-manual jobs in the nationalised industries.

Since then berufsi/erbot —- literally
‘job ban‘ has been widened to cover
the quite transparently politically
motivated sackings in private
industry and exclusions from the
trade unions.

Most countries operate such a
policy in one form or another: most
left-wingers or militants in Britain
will have heard of or directly
experienced the activities of the
Special Branch or employers’
black lists.

But-a ban on employment for
political views only usually applies
in the topmost grades of the Civil
Service.

S In Germany the whole affair is more
systematic and is being used more actively
as a weapon to economically ruin and
isolate left-wingers

The organisation employed to
superin-tendthe policy in the public
service is the Bundesamt fur Verfassung-
schutz — the Federal Constitutional
Protection Agency.

Its duties are a combination of those
of the Special Branch and Ml5:1its task
is to investigate and anticipate subversion
against the West German State, and its
activities are directed mainly against the
left, from the peaceful, parliamentary
DKP (German Communist Party, founded
1968) Ieftwards.

Effectively anyone who wants a job in
the state's employ has to choose between
socialist politics and earning a living.

0|‘
-- I

The Federal Parliament has never
passed an Act on this subject: the present
ban on jobs was initiated by a ‘decree on
radicals’ issued by a meeting of various
state;ministers in January 1972.

Estimates of the number of people
ranged from 500,000 to 1 million: cases
have been brought against 3,000 and
about 500 have actually been refused
jobs on political grounds. s

This figure does not include individuals
whose applications are not even
considered because of their political
background.

The procedures are, of course, secret.
The applicant has no idea of what kind
of evidence is being assembled against
them.

 

THIS IS a slightly shortened version
of an article that appears in the first
issue of Verboten, a bulletin
produced by the Campaign Against
Repression in West Germany.

The Campaign has three main
objectives:
1) To produce Verboten three times
a year with news, information and
background articles on the situation
in Germany.
2) To respond quickly to the needs
of campaigns etc. in Germany by
writing letters, sending out STOP

I Until last June they were not even
told of the specific accusations against _
them when they faced a formal hearing.

As a result of international pressure
those threatened by the berufsverbot will
now get the grounds in writing and be
entitled to a lawyer's help.

Last year the Federal Constitutional
Court declared that although a statement
of loyalty, and a requirement of loyalty
was permissible for those seeking a
position within the civil service, it was
impermissible to systmeatically collect
and store information of a political
nature on employees.

Since then, however, a number of
cases have arisen which prove that the
Verfassiingschutz has continued to spy
on individuals.

Wolfgang Repp, a postman, was told
to look for another job when his period
of job probation ends next April because
of his contacts with the DKP. -

The Actual implementation of the
policy is still .very muchin the hands of
the individual state governments: the
SPD states tend to draw the line further
‘left’ than the-CDU (Conservative) states.

At a national level, and despite SPD
protestations to the contrary, both the
main parties intend to keep the
Berufsvarbot in existence.

- --is _

The reasons for justifying exclusion,
despiterdifferent emphases, remain the
same — opposition to the Constitution

Peter and Etty Gingold, communists
and Jews, fled from the Nazis in 1933
and fought in the Underground in France

After the war they had to struggle to
regain German citizenship because they
had voluntarily left the country

Earlier this year their daughter, Silvia,
a teacher of four years’ standing and a
member of the Communist Party, was
told that her contract would not be
renewed by the Social Democratic -
State -Governmentof Hesse.

She fought the case in the courts and
won.

However, this was no great victory fo
right and justice. The verdict was that
membership of an organisation which the
Verfassurigschutz considered anti-
constitutional was not, on its own,
sufficient to ban someone.

The court decided that each individual
case had to be taken on its own merits:
if other circumstances were favourable

azi la t

PRESS newssheets and organising
support.
3) To support and initiate actions -—
such as pickets, leafletting etc., which
are related to the struggle in Germany,
or Germany's role.

If you wish to help in any of these
areas write to the Campaign Against
R9Dl'955l@n in West German)/i 35 union leaders, the exclusions from German
Wellington Street, London WC2.

Copies of the first issue of
Verboten can be obtained from the
same address, price 10p + postage.
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the person could retain thier job.
This makes matters a little easier for

less-active members of the DKP, in Social
Democratic States.

But activists, or supporters of other
groups,_anyone who has the misfortune to
be arrested on a demonstration, or even
left wing Social Democrats in CDU run
states, stands as little chance as ever.

Victims
Where they are in government the SPD

are confirmed operators of the policy.
Where they are in_opposition they often
become its victims.

-Two years ago Rudiger Offergeld, a
member of the National Executive of the
Teachers Union, was sacked. by_the
notoriously right-wing Bavarian State
Government.

There were protests, but to no avail.
Because they accept the principle, the
Sociai Democrats have problems
opposing the practice.

Education is not the only sector in
which the policy is applied. Rudi Roeder,
and engine driver on the Federal Railways,
lost his job earlier this year because of his
Communist Party membership.

As his colleagues pointed out, he ,
would have hid great difficulty corruping
his fellow workers. Like most engine
drivers in Germany, except those on
crack expresses, he was alone on the
footplate for his entire working day_!

Anyone sacked in this way for such
nakedly political motives in this country
would have a good chance of gaining
support from their union or work-mates.

In Germany fear of also being given
the sack inhibits unofficial support, and
the unions will not give official support.

Last year a Dr Henninger, assistant
doctor at a hospital near Mannheim, was
thrown out of the civil service union, and
than out of his job because of his
membership of a small Maoist organisation

He had dared to exercise his
democratic right to stand on his group's
ticket in local elections. _ _

The German TUC's position on this
question was stated explicitly in 1973 in
the following terms. "Activity for, or
support of, left extremist organisations,
groups or parties is incompatible with
membership of an affiliated trade union.”

The engineering union, IG Me-tall,
resolved at the same time that such left
groups, and the ‘trade union oppostion‘
which they support were not in the
interests of the union, and added that
“membershipof such an organisation
is incompatible with membership of IG
hAetalL”

The German unions were never intend-
ed to function as autnomous organisations
for the defence of the working class, and
centres of militancy.

Communist, syndicalist and even left
social democrat influence was suppressed
after the war until, with the aid of,the
CIA in the person of Irving Brown; a coali-
tion of ‘moderate’ trade unionists was
able to create the movement which has
since served its paymasters so well.

More than 1,000_members of IG
Metall have been thrown out in recent
years for “anti-union" activities. These
are not just tiny minority groups.

‘Oppositional’ slates often obtain
quitehigh percentages of the vote in the
secret ballots for works councils elections
- 36% in the Opel factory at Bochum,
for example.‘

In the wave of discontent with the
union apparatus following the wildcat
strikes of 1969 hundreds of militants
were expelled for criticising union
poiicy. ‘

Unlike the anti-communist pron_ounce-
ments of equally right-wing British trade

unions can be enforced.
What are the reasons behind the

Berufsverbot? One answer which has been
suggested is that the political vetting of em-
ployees is a response to the student mass
movement of the late 19605.
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Many people who became radicalised
at that time have tried to get jobs as soc-
ial workers, teachers etc.

The ban is seen as an attempt by the
state to ‘clean out’ schools etc. and head
off this movement by excluding radical ideas
from being presented in schools.

And its clearly having this effect. The
content and style of education is moving
to the right.

“You become more careful about
material from your own sources which
you bring into lessons", said one teacher.
“You take care about newspaper cuttings,
particularly about strikes or protest
movements”. "

“ln the end”, wrote a group of Ham-
burg teachers, “you start saying things
in the classroom which you do not believe
in yourself“.

But the strategy of which the ban is a
part has wider implications. .

It connects up with censorship, with
changes in trials procedures and increased
security to create ‘social peace’ inside
Germany - and lay the basis for Ger-
many's increasing dominance in Europe
and the Third World.

In Germany now the constitution is
becoming less of a means of guaranteeing
rights to individuals — a liberal constitution
— and more a kind of tribal symbol which
demands loyalty on pain of economic
ruin and criminalisation.

I
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THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR by Hugh
Thomas (£12.50, hardback, Hamish
Hamilton; £3.50 Pelican) was first published
in 1961. Now a new, revised and enlarged
edition has been published. 9

I have never felt that I could recommend
this book, except as a source of information.
As with Thomas’ magnum-opus on Cuba,
the kindest thing one could say was that it
was by far the largest work on the subject. "

Vernon Richards in ANARCHY (Vol.1,
No.5, 1961) argues that it was the most
cynical book on the Spanish Civil War. He
also chides Thomas in his“ Lessons of the
Spanish Revolution” for largely over-
looking“ the collectivisation of the land
and the factories. ~

In the latest edition, Thomas partly *
redeems himself; and in a recent interview
with Richard Gott in The Guardian (92.77)
Mr. Thomas admits that the anarchist
movement in»Spain was more important than
he had previously suggested in the earlier
editions of the bool<._ _, _

In the 1965 edition, he ‘slightly expands’
his economic and social section to include
eleven pages on the collectives -— in a work
of almost 1,000 page-s.l 9 y

- Nevertheless, there are improvements,
and a slightly more sympathetic approach
towards the anarchists and the left socialist
POUM in the latest version. '

Vernon Richards’ book is quoted and
Hugh Thomas appearsto have discovered
Burnett Bolloten, Broue and Temime, Sam
Dolgoff (on the collectives), Jason Gurney,
Daniel Guerin, Frank Mintz, Abel Paz (on
the anarchist militant Durrutti) and a ‘
number of otherauthors.

We can now, I think, give the new,
"updated” Spanish Civil War by Hugh
Thomas a very cautious recommendation;
but for those with the time and inclination
to study the Spanish Revolution and Civil
War in depth. I recommend particularly
“The Revolution and Civil War in Spain"
by Pierre Broue and Emile Temime,
“Lessons of the Spanish Revolutioni’ by
Vernon Richards, “Revolution and Counter-
revolution in Spain” by Felix Morrow,
“Collectives in the Spanish Revolution”
by Gaston Leval and "The Grand Camou-
flage’§.by Burnett Bolloten. “

Forty years — this May — after the
counter-revolution in Barcelona is a good
time to study the ‘lessons’ of the Civil War.
Hugh Thomas at least provides a wealth
of information, if not much else. He is also
slightly less cynical than he was.

Peter E. Nowell‘
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NALGO (The National and Local
Government Officers Association)‘
now has over 600,000 members and
is Britain's 4th largest union. Despite the meeting decides, This has been
this huge membership, little is known used to deter m_i|itant5_
about Nalgo by many other trade
unionists and precious little is known branch, after members of the rank and
about Nalgo's often arcane structures and file Nalgo Action Group had I
and policies by its own rank and file
members.

Indeed, it is only in very recent
years that the “rank and file” have
meant anythingin Nalgo at all - for
the union was certainly not founded
by (or for) the average worker in
local government. Nalgo is the t deposit after the branch deadwood
creation of the senior or chief officers had been wheeled out to defeat the
in local government. The history of
the organisation is a history of
transition — accelerated in the
present epoch — from professional
association to trade union. G

To any Nalgo member of even a
few year's standing the changes have
been scarcely staggering. It took
Nalgo nearly 50 years before it_feIt
able, after much gibbering about
"professionalism" and “getting
involved with politics", to join the
TUC. Since then, to the accompani-
ment of constant attacks from the
well organised and vocal Nalgo Right it's there. As with every advance in l
Wingers, the union has developed
organisational forms that begin to
look like a “real” trade union.

l recall writing an article in’
Tribune in 1972, in which I used the One of the reactionaries who had
thesewords — "a real trade union” - grabbed the most national publicity
under the headline “The Nalgo
Revolution”. That hope that Nalgo
was changing fast waspremature and Fraser who along with other elements
optimistic as events have shown.

Nonetheless, Nalgo has groped and involved in Colonel “Round up a few
staggered its way towards becoming
a major industrial force (if, as yet,
more in the promise than the fact) I (see April AW).
and it could yet develop as a major
political force. I s

Nalgo is not unique among

THE CONFERENCE was l
attended by over 200 delegates
from health service trade unions, I
from everywhere from Glasgow - ‘“' —

- to Porrsmourrh _ _ ' active union, was that when workers
in the‘ iiret 5e$5ion PennV Simone discover a threat to their jobs in time,

from Manchester said we all know they want to fight.
about ‘the cuts’ and the big one day If they fight themselves, go and
events; what we must find out about seek union official support and

ere the little things oeolole tight on- outside support, but rely on their
Big token demos ere e Bteft but ‘ own efforts, then the chances are

down a eaah depjoeitihefore the they don't have any results; things are they'll win,
meeting, which can be forfeited as eohielied hV Potting oh Cohsrdhr Bot otten-theV don't tind out till

pressure. it's too late, or believe management's
Other speakers described the threats aeaprances that 'it'e only an idea’ or

to even the most oomoleoent hoeloitele. leave it up to union officials until
and what is bring done about it. it's too late_

At Present. enii Worker leoVin9 the In the last three years over 100
NHS etter more then tWo Yeere i5 eh" hospitals have been threatened with
titled to repayment of superannuation closure, and only four or eo kept
money they have paid, open — by the mass action of their

After 1978 this will be abolished if workers,
Ul'lClBl’ I’6tll’ElTlEl'lt age. The WHY things In West Yorkshire many members

ere going et Present. this Will he ll-i5t in only heard of an officially organised
time for the NHS to collapse without demo the night before, but over
costing too much in redundancy pay- 6000 still came out,
ments. The NA LGO executive gave in to

radieaie 1- In the new giant Charing Cross a court injunction obtained by right-
At the eoooeeding AGM., peeked I Hospital, workers found that vacancies wingers not to call its members out

to the root with departmentai - were deliberately being left unfilled so on the March 9th Clydeside demonst-
directors and their toadies, the that When e neerhV Smell hoelliitel retien —- deeloite this Several looel

closed, the staff could be transferred. branches took unofficial action butdeposit was increased to £100. There A _ _ _
are said to be branches where you'd t ln this Sort oi oeee. le55 lohe. higher the bl-lll< Ot the 10.000 Strong demo
have to take out a eeoond mortgage workload and loss of facilities to the was mobilised by NUPE and other
to hold a general meeting! I community is accomplished without unions.

Nonetheless, the habit of holding any formal redundancies — unless Mobilised, that is by the efforts
general meetings is spreading Aiong resisted by refusing to cover for of rank and file militants in the
with this, has gone the growth of a ; vacancies or to accept unwanted i unions. The officials can permit
5h()p steward ayi-,tem_ Againllthie is transfers. actions but it's up to us to look for
coming into being in a very patchy + The cuts affect the whole _ the small immediate problems, like
and of-ten badly organised way _ but at community, and so all need to fight rising milk prices in the canteen,

for the NHS, including industrial auxiliaries being asked to carry out
workers. i trained nurses work, and to show

how union organisation can solve
them — and how the major long term

0, L A problems are connected and can be
To save Acton Hospital from solved in a similar approach.

closure, the NHS joint shop stewards’ _ One function of the conference
_ eooreey of the Deny Maii _ has committee took bulletins and collection was to exchange information on the
been former NEC member John n sheets into the factories and addressed little things that get peoples’

meetings, winning the support of many temper up and repalce their
local industrial trade unions for lob- confidence in labour leaders with
bying the NHS area management team, confidence in their own efforts in

pickets" Stirling's paramilitary GB75 - petitioning. end Promi$in_9 help in env their '-'h'°r‘5-
and its trade union offshoot Truemid other eetion hY,the hostloitel Worker5- '

The Elizabeth Garrett Anderson
' Hospital, kept open under occupation HULDING MEETINGS ll\l WORKI

. since November 15, has been TIME was described as the single
s supported on the picket line by local most important right.

In the Derbyshire local government

called a special general meeting in an
attempt to stop the branch secretary
using the union's communication
system to circulate literature on
behalf of an out and out Right _j
Winger in the NEC elections, the '
meeting voted to forfeit the £5

NaIgo's history, the development of 1
shop stewards has been fought by the _
union's vociferous and numerous
Right Wingers.

of the Nalgo old guard, has become
1 . .1-

public service and white collar unions Eiieriii month the Union newspaper trades councils and AU EW, T&GWU This is essential for shift workers
in that it organises both bosses and
workers (ie. , a majority of British
head masters are in the NUT) but it

oorriee letters trom members or the and other local union branches as and for women with family respon-
Freeer l<leh- “Wh_V don't_We step . well as by the NHS unions and sibilities.
ergi-ling ehoot Strikes. Chile. Sol-lth women's groups. Women are also particularly hit

probably displays a greater reflection - Atrioe. ehortion. ete”. Write theee A message that came across clearly when the % million waiting for
of this organisational tendency than
other unions.

I can recall being a member of a
Nalgo branch where, by tradition,
the incumbent Town Clerk had been Nelse Right has never been terribly
elected - unopposed — as branch
chairman every year of the branch's
existence. The only position that the certain effect among the less politicallyl Central committees and (bl they were On this i$$i-ie. it Woiild Well befit
venerable gents annually assembled
were prepared to concede to a radical In Nalgo, growth towards that the policy, who accused them of -looeitione ot “ho$t_ile nei-itreli_tV”-
candidate was branch representative
on the Youth Hostels Association.- .

it i5 etill the oeee thet. ferihallv et issues of the day and discreet parIia- especially the big urban ones, it will Sariohs hr rrohrs 5'-‘Ch as the Right to
any rate, the non-office holding
ordinary dues paying Joe and Jenny
Soeloe ot Nalgo ere elloWed to ettend affiliation. resolved by resort to ultra-leftist it hoher-heleoe remeine the ohlY
only one general meeting a year —
the branch AG M. It is here that
officials are elected and the whole
affair is conducted with great pomp
and ceremony. It is hardly surprising
that on these reverential occasions,
with their Masonic atmosphere of
regalia and procedure (the more inane in membership of the Labour Party marginal improvements in the position “enerehiet” Qrooloing. i5 neoe55erV- I
branches still insist on the chairman
wearing ribbons and medals around
his neck), resolutions on such
mundane matters as wages and
conditions are regarded as akin to
farting in church.

Radicals in Nalgo have attempted
to extend the avenues of expression
open to the ordinary member by
using Nalgo's rule book which clearly practice for the militants in the union. self organised activity of the rank and Disciplined and long term work —
allows for "special" general meetings The prime movers of this policy in ii|e_ such as the extension of general
to be called -— usually by a stated
number of signatures by members on Group. In fairness to the many fine do not fail baok on oitra iett or _meetlngs have constitutional power
a requisition. This, however, can be
a very dangerous procedure.

Although repeated Nalgo confer-
ences have condemned the practice,
the local bureaucrats insist on those
calling a general meeting putting

reactionaries, “and stick to what from all these accounts and more of operations, the chronically sick and i
l\lel9o is suleieesed to he ehoot -" working to rule, one day strikes. or the old and incontinent have to be
wages and conditions”. The answer even just asserting the presence of an cared for at home,
to this insidious doctrine is that the

worried about wages and conditions.
However, this nagging is having a

developed Nalgo members. " I morally blackmailed by supporters of '9i'odlo5 like SWP end AWA to edoot

"real trade union” is very much a lining up with the Right to support _The Neise Aotioh Green i5 not
question of two steps forward, one i NaIgo's "notn-political" trade unionism. doih9_DertioUlerlV Well et the moment-

allowed “politics”, in the sense of affiliation is presently a back number. to look like e reprint oi 500/e//St
corporate observations on public However, within the branches, . Worker ahd SWP dominated Orgahi‘

mentary lobbying. Which brings us increasingly become an issue. It is Work Carrli_3a'_9rl are uh°r'r"3allV
to the question of Labour Party not something that can easily be Suhhorted ih its P3993 l

Officially, the main rank and file slogans. Pr?-iahised Qrouh or lerrisrs lh the
radical group in Nalgo -- the Nalgo To a large extent, all that the i-inion -' et e looel level oeoole Work
Action Group - is committed to militants of the revolutionary left Well Without eeoterien etrite-i The
Labour Party affiliation for the union. can do, as the Nalgo "centre" and building or es liherterien Dreeenee. With

I.

Despite the Equal Pay and Sex
Discrimination Acts women are still
on the lowest grades, and have less
job security. Recently a way to make
it still more difficult has been
thought up by Herts hospital
authorities.

Women applying for jobs are given
a pregnancy test — THIS CAN BE
DONE WITHOUT THEIR
KNOWLEDGE as part of the normal
medical examination. If positive she
won't get the job +- the normal
answers to questions in interviews
like ‘how long do you expect to work
for’ obviously aren't good enough if
it's a woman speaking!

Immigrants are also being used as
scapegoats in the government's
attempts to disguise the real causes
of unemployment.

Up to the last couple of years the
NHS was still advertising abroad for
foreign workers.

But now applications for the
renewal of work permits are being
refused - workers are threatened
with the sack for no other reason
than the colour of their skin or
country of birth.

Student nurses work on low pay
to get qualifications only recognised
in this country — and are then told
they can't work here, depsite a
‘shortage of nurses’ which is blamed
for empty wards.

In Brent this policy was success-
fully challenged and a promise of a
jot and a permit for all who pass-
their exams this year obtained.

A strong rank and file movement
is needed to spread the work and win
on issues that Drain, Fisher, Jenkins
and the other TU leaders only talk
about.

National activity is also essential
because it is the government which is
orchestrating the cuts demanded by
big business and the IMF; individual
Area Health Authorities can only be
pushed so far.

In the long run, there is a more‘
fundamental issue -- we must go
beyond the defensive, and realise that
even if every cut was restored there
would still be not enough health
facilities, not in the right places, in a
top-heavy organisation.

The fight against the cuts and for
‘better working conditions is also the
fight against the social contract, the

full cry. The bureaucracy on these.
occasions indecently exposes itself.
To concentrate exclusively on
"unofficial" activities is to leave this
structure ignored and unchanged.
Sometimes the programmes and
emphases of these “Marxists” begin
to look like old fashioned syndicalism
with Trotsky's spectacles on.

Long term change in Nalgo — in
the direction of a more “open union,
the growth of shop stewards as an
effective part of branch structure, of
development of a politically aware
membership that can be won for
revolutionary socialism, of an

There is a separate campaign for Trotskyists such as the Militant group e oleer Programme ot eotion heeked Wi .r-hrrehsloh Oh every possible occasion
Nalgo affiliation to the Labour Party, and the IMG push LP adherence, is With eodnd reeeeroh end theory. rether
which is run by lay branch activists to point out that at best only rether tehn o treditiohel end negative

and which is encouraged by the new of local government workers can be
l)l'E8Cl Of young Nalgo tl.lll’[llTlE|’S Wl‘I0 expected from the move and warn
see the lack of a political dimension the membership as beat We can not - -
— such as might be available to the to expect the wondrous results that SWP tends to seize on words,
young thrusters of ASTMS for the Labouriteg will p|'Q[T1l50 (after al|_- concepts and phrases and emblazon
example — as a hindrance to their TUC membership has brought, of these with all the zest of uncritical
blatant careerism. itself, little benefit) and continue to undergraduate revolution. Thus, at

The issue of LP affiliation raises footie on our ionger term goal of the moment, shop stewards and office
massive problems of theory and building the self oonfidenee and the meetings are the thing.

NAG were the International Marxist lt is eapeoiaiiv important that We meetings (which unlike office

militants of the IS/SWP in NAG, it traditional anarehiet eiogane in this in the union) — is not readily
has to be siad that they and other situation (thereby leaving ourselves _ considered by these militants. It is
militants were compelled to either open to the oid gtaiihiat jibe that the vital to learn to work on both fronts.
vote for affiliation or to abstain ultra left is oeoaiiy to be found At general meetings, the rank and
veeause la) they were. as in the ease "objectively" lined up with the ultra rile membership eeh see the ideal
of SWP, under orders from their right)_ bureaucrats and NaIgo's fulltimers in

of a true democratic administration
for the union, etc., —- will not be won
by reliance on the worn out Dad's
Army who seek affiliation torthe
Labour Party and a place in the
parliamentary sun for Nalgo's
smoothies.

Revolutionary goals will equally
not be won by a senseless and
adventurist lust after ephemeral
unofficial actions and organisation.

They will be won by planning,
and by thinking, and by building rank
and file groups which, while politics
will always be integral to their work
and very much on the agenda, will
develop in complex and organic
relationship to the local government
workforce and will not be Tom
Tiddler's ground for the hacks of the
traditional left.
Ian S. Sutherland



siubject of the second session. *
In introducing it Jimmy McCaIlum

said that pressure was building up as
workers realised how little the
allowed rises give them in comparison
with inflation. r

At present workers think they can
only fight for a better deal by
‘claiming they are a special case. We
should support every special case — »
WE ARE ALL SPECIAL CASES.

All delegates were opposed to
wage control and productivity deals,
but some felt that to fight for simply
a return to free collective bargaining
was not enough; only the strongest
sections would immediately gain.

The idea that one worker’s gain is
another's loss must be shown up;
refraining from wage claims just
leaves money in the bosses’ hands.
But the lowest paid still need to be
convinced that an improved pay deal
such as the £6 limit which was the
largest single rise ever for many
workers is not the most they can

,hope for.
An amendment to the declaration

treading:
‘ ‘We must not commit ourselves to
‘wage control when we can't control
-prices, rents and so on. We should
Qget a minimum wage (e.g. £50) and

it

ye--if‘

'|
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have fully compensating increases one speaker called ‘the unity of the F He5P/'te/ War/rer I5 e rheler
when the cost of living goes up for graveyard’. Weeleeh. the eeetteithhg te build
us’ received support from some Without additional claims differ-
delegates; who made the point that entials would remain to divide
it was a minimum, not a restrictive workers and penalise those on the edlteriel heerd Wee retitled — (hardly
demand; flat rate increases are also bottom end. Surprising. Since no prior warning

such a campaign around.
The existing London-based

needed. ' The supporters of the demand felt Wee Qhfeh 50 that elterhetive
It could unite industrial and public- .Jthat it is effective in making workers

service workers and discussion on it vigilant enough over pay to be best
involves considering why the on guard against such sellouts, to ,.
government and businessmen behind push additional claims when needed.
them are unwilling to even give But fighting for one-stage flat rate
workers a steady real wage -- why increases is the policy of the SWP,
capitalism is unreformable. _who are the main driving force in the

But it would be possible not only _Hospita/ Worker, and provided a
to win the most in the immediate majority of delegates; thus the
situation but to obtain commitment amendment was defeated. .
to refusing to allow erosion of gains . The rest of the declaration with
by inflation if the policy of fighting other amendments was accepted and
to establish automatic cost of living the conference went on to discuss
increases was adopted; how the information and policies

Already some branches and presented to it could best be used.
regions of unions from NUR to A speaker from Hackney, where
NUPE have such a policy — one J_-/ospi'ta/ Worker first started as a
argument against it, that it is too local bulletin in the 1973 ancillary
complicated for workers to be workers’ strike to overcome the
enthusiastic about, doesn't hold problems of a branch that never met,
water, said there were two thrusts to the

More major criticisms included a ieerhlletghi DEMQCRACY Ih the
fear that it could be taken over by unions — the accountability of
the Trade Union bureaucrats. They, delegates and officials, making them
and Government departments, not subject to election and recall,
ordinarytworkers and the community, bringing policy making back to rank
would assume responsibility for and file level.
working out what the cost of living PAY AND CONDITIONS -— a
was, and ‘the frequency of wage rises programme for a militant campaign
needed to keep up. - for improving these in the public

They might even be able to impose services.

nominations could be sought —
and an additional body (which should
help to overcome any problems
caused) made up of delegates from
the regions is to be established.

The circulation, and range of
contributions needs to be increased
-- the address to send orders or
articles to is at the end of this
article. Places already taking action '

earlier, as was the importance of
finding out the plans of the health
authorities.

Breaking through the locked doors
and closed files which contain "
hospital managements plans and
accounts is needed to have warning
of attacks, and evidence of the
inadequacy of their budgeting.

We must however guard against
despair if we find that an individual
area hasn't enough money despite
any fiddles which can be eliminated;
this simply strengthens the case for
demanding more resources from the
state.

Another use of such information

II

eeh IIhI< UP With e_ther5- Ih the many I is to show workers what the potential
ereee Where there I5 he Overt rehk forms of provision are, compare these
and file militancy at present,
publicising actions in other places and
the many local causes for concern inecessaryr and than draw up,-3
through HW, leaflets, and speakers
can bring to the surface and unite the
many workers already worried so that
they can begin to plan action.

More than just a paper is needed
to tackle the built-in inadequacies of
the health service, important though
it is in unitiing and strengthening
struggles to defend what we have
already got.

WE MUST BEGIN TO OPEN LY
DISCUSS WHY PRESENT SOCIETY
IS CONTROLLED BY PEOPLE WHO
DON'T THINK FREE HEALTH
CARE IS A PRIORITY.

A delegate from West London
it as a maximum, thus achieving what yh0$|f>iteI8 and 5lJDD0rter Oi the
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ST JAMES HOSPITAL, PORTSMOUTH. Extension under construction in 1975. Due to cuts this will not now be used. _ _ _
Photo Andrew Wiard (Report) _, into the health service was mentioned A-R _ r g
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= 1 Capitalism is a class -society.
2 The b a s i c irreconcilable

contradiction within it is between
the class which owns and controls
the means of production,
distribution and exchange, the
bourgeoisie, and the class who
produce the ' agricultural and
industrial wealth, the working class.
3 The social enslavement and

exploitation of the working class
forms the basis upon which modern

capitalism stands, without which
capitalism could not exist.
4 The state is the instrument of the

ruling class. To destroy the
power of the bourgesie, we must
destroy the power of the state.
-5 Russia and -China are class

societies in each of which a ruling
class of administrators collectively
owns and controls the means of

, production, distribution and
exchange, and in which a working
class, the sole producer of all
wealth, is exploited by that class.

- These states we define as corporate
state capitalist in that the ruling
class is totally integrated with the
state, as is the trade union structure.
T6 The class nature of society is

reflected in all the dominant
philosophies: class, race, sexual,
social and personal relationships.
The class relationships are expressed
through all social relationships and
generate attitudes such as sexism and
racism.
7 The conflict of interests between

the two classes generates the
class struggle. In the history of
society, the class struggle has been
the primary factor in the
determination of the form and
structure of society. .
3 The day to day struggles of the

working class reflect the class
struggle. The position of the working
class as the collective producer of
societyis wealth makes it the only

r riii l\ ‘rii
force capable of replacing capitalism
by a classless society. The existing
defensive organisations thrown up by
the working class, such as trade
unions, whose bureaucracy is
increasingly incorporated into
capitalism, are not adequate for the
smashing of the capitalist system,
and the building of a free, classless
society. However, the working class
rank and file organisations such as
democratically controlled shop
steward committees, factory
committees, strike committees, are
developing through the place of
wdrk. These organisations are the
forerunners of workers councils,
which are the expression of working
class power. Outside of work, the
working class has developed other
forms of organisation that are
potentially revolutionary, such as
tenants action committees, rent
s t r i k e committees, and
tenant-worker joint a c ti on
committees.
9 Dual power exists before the

power of the bourgeoisie is
smashed. If the working class are
successful, then the organisation of
the needs of society will be firmly
based in working class hands. This is
the collective working class in power,
in which the working class destroys
all remnants of bourgeois society,
such as racial hatred, the farnily and
hierarchies. This is the period of
transition between capitalism and
libertarian communism. "
10 From our analysis we reach the

inevitable conclusion that
capitalism cannot be re formed in any
fundamental way and that the only
meaningful transformation ofsociety
is through the development of
working class organisations and by
means of a violent social revolution.
Violence becomes inevitable for the
working class to defend themselves
against the onslaughts: of the

-—-I -rriiIt1;F- (1% \ is
“iiiV"ll kwas'§.,.-I"'....-""iiFJ.’ll ‘Q!

/iii ..s.-"'-'-‘"4"--.’Jerri?‘ in-_':-'-r/"1i\\ .s\.y"‘ll
dispossessed ruling class.

The role of the AWA

1 The task of the AWA is to aid the
preparation of the working class

for their seizure of power. The
establishment of an anarchist society
is something that has to be
consciously fought for by the
working class. The AWA is a
conscious organised expression of
libertarian communist ideas.
Through the shared experience,
information and knowledge of the
class struggle, AWA must be able to
analyse and disseminate the nature
of the problems facing the working
class a.nd apply these lessons in the
class struggle.
2 The AWA aims to offer a lead

within the working class
movement by example . and
explanation; and to build into the
movement a- high level of political
consciousness so that it is capable
of defeating capitalism and fighting
the creation of a new ruling class.
Fundamental to this is the
contradiction between t h e
organisation as a tendency within
the class and its being in ideological
advance of it. This contradiction
can only be resolved with the
establishment of a libertarian
communist society. During the
period of transition, the potential
basis for the emergence of a new
ruling class is progressively removed
so that the need for a separately
organised libertarianisrn will I
decrease.
3 The AWA seeks to develop and

support working c 1 a s s
organisations which are the
forerunners of workers councils and
to develop in them revolutionary
consciousness. The AWA does not
seek independent power for itself

g bi-m onthly

but seeks to work through the l
working class organisations. ;
4 The AWA seeks to establish ;

in te rn ationallinkswith
libertarian revolutionary r
organisations and groups with an
aim of establishing an international
libertarian communist movement. .
5 The AWA seeks to combat

attitudes of sexism, racism and
national chauvinism as attitudes that
help maintain class society.

The form our organisation takes
is a realisation of libertarian
perspectives in the current
situation. We recognise that it is

.not a social model of a free -
society and must itself develop
in interaction w i t h t h e
developing liberation of society.
[1] We are a membership
organisation.
[2] Membership is open to those
who agree with our analysis of
society and its transformation,
and who work towards this end.
[3] The main policy making
body will be the National
Conference. Between National
Conferences there will be held

Conferences to co-ordinate and
carry ‘out National Conference
decisions, to decide interim
policy and to initiate activity.
Delegates are mandatable and
rotated. Delegate Conference
decision can be revoked by
National Conference.
[4] We seek to establish AWA
groups in all areas, not only
geographical but also industrial,
educational, etc. Groups
interpret National and Delegate
Conference decisions to relate
tactics to their local experience.

As agreed at the National
Conference in London 31 August — .
1 September 1974.

National Co-ordinating Committee

with community needs and work out
new ways of meeting them if

WORKERS budget to provide for
them.

Not only inflation-proof public
spending, but a massive initial outlay,
fought for and controlled by workers
and the community, is the goal. '

This won't happen overnight. The
NCC-N HS have suggested a conference
on November 12th; anyone interested‘
in helping to organise this should
contact the NCC-N HS.

The address of the NCC-NHS is
8 Somali Road, London NW2 3R L.

Letters and articles for Hospital
.Worker should be sent to Mel
Bartley, 18 Fife Terrace, London N1
and money and orders to Hospital
Worker,_78 Edith Grove, London

against the cuts in the NHS put it in a "SW19, phone 01-351 154g_
nutshell saying that hospital workers
are by and large grouped around the _
TU movement and shop-stewards U_ d d I t
committees, not around this particular
form of demand rather than that, this

p an own he country, NUPE
are organising successive weeks of
action and one day strikes.‘ ' - ' I . .or that political group, but in genera These WI" draw In more support’

opposition to the cuts, for better
living standards and working and allow meetings where discussion

will be more possible than at one
C0ndIt'0nS' big jamboree in London. TheyWe were at the conference, sent by provide a focus for uniting all publicour branches, to build a rank and file . .
socialist opposition within the trade Sector ‘€*'°"'<erS and drawmg In
union movement which would be
capable of facing up to the burea

industrial workers.
u_ But, if we leave it at the proposed

n I n I ;

cram activities, we won t see many res _ s
He called for local and regional b d _

shop stewards and other committees up must 9 use to put on Contmuous
under rank and file control to

. ‘-5- the confidence and knowledge built

pressure.
There is also a danger that localorganise conferences to work out . _ _ _ _ _

demands to meet the health needs of aCt""t'e5 W'II bhcome '5°Iated-'
the community and the needs of
health service workers, which cou
be ‘co-ordinated by a national
conference in the autumn.

The idea of a Workers Enquiry

1_n.-—-l m

Delegate

fa.-

co-ordinated only through the NUPE
|d . bureaucrats and so incapable of

mounting a real challenge to wage
t,control or the basic inadequacies of
-the NHS both in the service it y
provides and the lack of democracy
‘in its organisation.
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been the main force behind the Grun
wick management. Whereas the S
government has forced the burden of
the crisis on the working class by
"soft" methods (the Social Contract)
the ultra-right want to even "harder"
measures against the class.iTo this
endthey are out to smash the unions

NAFF has shown its sincerity for
freedom when it took out a court in-
junction against our UPW comrades
exercising their right to support the
strike, when they stopped the boy-
cott of mail to that glorious land-of
freedom South Africa and through
other countless court cases against
trade unionists. Supported by free-
dom fighters like reactionary MPs
Rhodes Boyson and Winston Chuefljht l Police force back pickets to allow the scabs’ bus to-enter the factory. In the background
hill Brian Crozier, one time manager are Special Patrol Group Transits. Photo Andrew Wtard (Report) _I

Each day that passes intensifies the need for the working ciass of e CIA front organisation, and Vis- no shred of doubt. The 200 arrests,
to win the battle at Grunwicks film processing factory. As we go eeum de L-|e|e' who deny exereieee 5,-,c|,_,d;ng 3 passerby and a -ry'
‘I10 pl'9$$,, 'III'IG S'III'II(9 IS BI'l'IIBI'II'lQ ItS Th9 GI'I.ll'IWI.Cl( his freedom to exp|Qj1; workers’ gameraman, and the injuries dealt

management, which has a long anti-trade union tradition, sacked S NAFF is determined to defeat even show how the determined police

Just as at British Home Stores,
Trust House Forte and Office Clean-
ing Services, workers have seen how
they must forever fight anew for
rights that had been won over cen-
yturies of struggle. s
, But unlike these other disputes
this year, Grunwicks has shocked
the entire trade union movement
through the involvement of the ultra-
,-right and the brutality of the police.

I "d-_

eglct   
The upper layers of the trade S

union bureaucracy moved into the
issue from the start, an unusual event.
There were two reasons for this.
Firstly, rank and file outrage at the
sweatshop conditions and a deter-
mination to reverse the neglect by
the_TU movement of the plight of
women and black workers. Secondly,
trade union leaders see this as a test
of the Labour government. The Arbi-
tration, Concilliation and Advisory
Service (ACAS) set up by Labour has
been flagrantly rejected by Grunwick
boss George Ward. So seriously did

 3

ell‘
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over a 100 striking workers after they joined the union APEX. a ‘“rnoderate“ T. Unionist like chiefs are to make the force an effi-
they take thjg that Len Murray made Grantham. CIEFIII Stl'll<B lDl‘B3l<ll'lg Ufllt. _
available TUC funds for APEX to  
carry on with this very expensive dis-
pute. Compare that with the total 3| 5

It is clear from the enthusiasm of
most of the cops that they have
turnedtheir backs on their own class.

inaetien-of the TUC at Trust House If the vicious attacks upon the Merlyn_ Ret-1'8 Dfedietebie 51-lPl3'0l't
ForteSand elsewhere. UPW leader Right To Work marchers andethe tel’ the Deliee Fhethede i5 eh ihdi°e'
Tom Jackson took the unprecedented frame up of the Lewisham 24 had not tie" te tfetie Uhiehiete thet this
step of selective postal boycott. proven the reactionary role of the I-ebeuf Qevethmeht i5 mete ¢°h¢et"

Ward has gone beyond refusing to police force, then the behaviour of heel With l<eePih9 the Peiiee imefle
cooperate with ACAS. He is taking the police and the notorious Special fespeeteieie the" $UPP°"ti"9 the meet
ACAS to court for upholding the jus- Patrol GroupIat Grunwicks can leave heeie Fight 0t W°l'i<eT5- After ell. Whe
tice of the workers case! Since the
days of the Tolpuddle martyrs, trade

knows when the Labour.government
will need a strike breaking force . S

unions have always been victimisedt I I I I I again, as it did against the Glasgow
by e u . M u I G ra a I 'ZI;ZII5E_'EZI553_§ZI_3§§i;-5?§i%i§§;§;;:33§,§2§=.§§§i§§1=§2¢:§§I3§§S'5.Lifiiiiiiiglilf’ES.§'_Ij.S.fI?I;'Si§.ii§331'-Z-=3 -‘E 3 [D n ? I

other TU leaders know what this
means for them—there has not been
so serious a threat to their positions
since the Industrial Relations Act.st‘.

The ultra-right has chosen Grun-
wicks as the battle ground to strike a
major blow against the TU move-
ment. The National Association For
Freedom (so called) stepped in early
on giving “advice at a price" in the
words of John Gouriet. NAF F has

-Police arrest Vic Heath, UCATT convenor of Camden's Direct Labour department, on
the first day of the mass picket. 200 of Camden's builders, enraged at his arrest, joined
him on ‘the picket line later, in the week. Phpto Andrew Wiard (Report)

Ali kete eoeeetiee Fl lI<E R  
-Sneeid like,  n-iete, workers’
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(AN EYE W/TNESSACCOUNT
 BY out? CORRESPONDENT
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I watched the dispute at
s Grunwicks from my seat in

Finch's Wine Bar. I was a witness
to unprecedented scenes of
violence caused by a small,
tightly-knit conspiracy of
several thousand Trade
Unionists.

. I saw a group of thugs
deliberately provoke our
wonderful forces of law and
order. One man started hitting
his head against a policeman's
truncheon, inciting others to
join in. When our marvellous
bobbies stood up to this,
several pickets went for the
poIicemen's boots with their '
groins.

The women were particularly
vicious. Several of them threw
their hair into policemen's
hands, and when the police tried
to walk away, the women lay on
the ground and dragged
themselves behind the police.

Other pickets pulled police
onto their stomachs and
wouldn't let go until they got a

- free ride in a black Maria.

Socialists have always said that
the police and the army are instru-
ments of ruling class power. In the
case of Grunwicks there is additional
evidence of physical links between
police and bosses. Chief Inspector
Johnson has taken up a job at Grun-
wicks and Robert Mark has been
recently employed by Viscount de
L'lsle. r

S Whereas the union bureaucrats
have backed down, in face of the
opposition, rank and file workers are
rallying round the strikers.

When Grantham, scared by the
power of workers on the street and
wary to maintain his respectable face
with the bosses and government,
called for the picket to be limited to
500, the strikers’ committee replied
by demanding that the picket be I
stepped up.

After Jackson backed down from
the postal boycott, the London Dis-I
trict Council of the UPW voted for
the boycott to be restarted. Despite
threats from the Post Office and Jack- ~
son, that boycott continues.

-The picket has been swelled by

working class wishing to show their
solidarity—miners, engineers, doc-
kers, squatters and women's groups.

| _
. -I

The strikers must be supported
more strongly than ever before. _Get
your union branch to donate to the
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strikers fu nd. Better -still, get a delega
tion to the picket. Boycott all goods
to and from the factory. ~

The history of workers’ struggles
show, as at Saltley coke depot in
‘l97_2, that peaceful and successful
pickets are only possible when the
workers show their real strength. .

With united forces the working
class can _briIng Ward and his "hard"
anti-working class supporters to their
knees. I A

And with this experience of strug-
gle and the confidence of victory
that the class has lacked since it
brought the Tory government down,
we may turn on the “soft” anti-

1-

working class forcés in the govern-
ment.

s Let the slogan at the picket line
be our watchword: P
THE WORKERS, UNITED, WILL-
NEVER BE DEFEATED!

Ken Hartwell

' - -I»

LIBERTARIAN COMMUNIST
REVIEW -
Libertarian Communist Review is
the theoretical journal of the AWA.
The second issue, out now, contains
articles on S S
-- the role of the revolutionary
organisation. I
-tracing the development of
communist thought from primitive
times.
- a translation from the French on
Bakunin, one of the founders of the
anarchist movement, which attempts
to dispel many misconceptions e
created by both his enemies and e
those who claimed to be his
followers. . I
— and reviews.

We regard the appearance of the
Review as important for the
development of libertarian
communism.

The LIBERTARIAN COMMUNIST
REVIEW is not intended to be a
magazinefor mass-produced dogma.
We intend to look at the history and
theory of the anarchjstand libertarian
communist movement in a critical S
way. We hope to examine the flaws
and inadequacies in the writings of
the most noted libertarian socialist
thinkers, and we intend to conduct a
critical reappraisal of Marx and
Marxist thinkers, and of the theory
_and praxispf left communist and
movements that run parallel with the
anarchist movement. i

Copies of the LCR are available
20p + 7p from AWA, 13 Coltman St.
Hull. Bulk orders welcome.

Movement Against A Monarchy announces
the first three of a series of stickers to cele
brate Jubilee year. Tastefully designed (in
red, white and blue in some cases), they are
available for 1p a sticker including postage
— minimum order 25p. The stickers — a
convenient tongue-width size -— are produced
on high-quality impregnated gum paper.
Once up they're extremely difficult to re-
move, rather like some of the fascist stickers

MA'AM hopes to encourage and cata-
lyse anti-Jubilee activities by groups around
the country -- but we are not ourselves a
national organising group. Apart from supply-
ing materials, our own activities will be ini
tially confined to the London area. How-
ever, vve hope that similar groups elsewhere
vvill get in touch and exchange ideas. I

Contact: MOVEMENT AGAINST A
MONARCHY, Box “M”, c/o 5 Caledonian

' Rd London N1
in WeItay — Yes MAAM, No Ma'aml


